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August 13th 2013:Newly released book When You Have To
Be The Man by Author Sabrina Blount Watson.
When You Have to Be the Man published by Outskirts Press,
illustrates the extraordinary things that can be expected with
God as the man of the house. Single mothers are overloaded
and overwhelmed with more responsibilities than any one
person can handle. Often, these women set aside personal
dreams and give up hope of living an extraordinary life due to
family obligations. Single mothers are great warriors, women
who will sacrifice their lives for their children. Their lives can
be difficult and complex. When You Have to Be the Man
reveals the great strength and resilience women and mothers
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Featured Guest
Sabrina Blount Watson
Sabrina Blount Watson Sabrina Watson has been called a dynamic teacher, one who
creatively thinks on her feet, preferably in front of an audience or small group. She is a
brilliant teacher, who is currently a PhD candidate in Human Services specializing in
Family Studies. Sabrina believes that her life experiences have been her greatest
teachers. Recently Sabrina served on an International Committee of professional
speakers, teachers, and coaches for the 2012 inaugural John Maxwell Youth
Leadership Impact seminar in which she brought together more than 300 youth
between the ages of 12 to 18 and trained them in the areas of Bullying, Positive SelfImage, Personal Character, and using Fai
Read more
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